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considerably in excess of the estimates."9 The conditions of urban
living, as reflected in the existence of slums, bad housing, poor
community services, delinquency, paralysis of city traffic, and
inadequate sanitation in most places, are deteriorating.
The world's needs for development and conservation of natural
resources are immense. It has been estimated for the United
States that the water resource development alone would require
Federal expenditures amounting to nearly $55 billion up to 1980;
non-Federal programmes would need as much as $173 billion.
Huge nature-transforming projects in various parts of the world
are awaiting execution. In the under-developed countries many
important multi-purpose schemes can be carried out if adequate
resources were available.
Even in the richest countries, there is room for improvement
of the medical and health services. In the rest of the world, they
are simply inadequate. Mortality rates of infants and of pregnant
mothers are high. Millions of people still suffer from diseases
that are easy to cure or prevent. The Age of Elinghtenment has
so far seen its full fruition only in the industrially-advanced count-
ries ; and even there scope for expansion of higher educational
facilities is wide indeed. More than half the population in the rest
of the world is unable to decipher the magic of the written word.
Besides these, there are many other ventures that can be carried
out adequately only through international co-operation of many
countries. Audacious undertakings remain today merely paper
plans because of lack of mutual confidence among nations and
availability of resources. A few of them may be cited : a world-
wide network of meteorological stations, telecommunications
and air transport; utilization of atomic energy for peaceful pur-
poses; space research to widen the horizons of the universe within
man's reach: exploration of the Arctic and the Antarctic; control
of desert locusts, which continue to devastate crops in Africa and
Western Asia, through the establishment of highly mobile inter-
national brigades: search into the earth's interior; and, above
all, joint programmes to-put attend to hunger and poverty.
Drawing pointed attention to the vast magnitude of the major
needs of mankind that have so far remained unsatisfied, the United
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